English Compulsory, 2013 Pattern (Regular and External)
Item Text

Option Text 1

Option Text 2

Option Text 3

Option Text 4

According to G. B Shaw, the capitalist system ...
human beings from their environment.
Why is Shaw not happy with the capitalist
system?
By the end of the eighteenth century ... boasted
that it took eight men to make a pin.
Why is Jimmy Valentine called a ‘dandy’?

accommodates

alienates

attracts

connects

it increased labour

it increased wealth

John Ruskin

Adam Smith

it increased
ignorance
William Morris

it increased
skills
G.B. Shaw

he is criminal

he is a businessman

When did Jimmy stop robbing safe?

when he met Annabel

when he met Ben

he is in love with a
lady
when he met Dolan

Jimmy Valentine is a ...
What did the warden advise Jimmy Valentine?

habitual cheater
don’t marry with
Annabel
to realize the reality
and feel the needs of
the society
time is continuously
running
A vast Greenfield

habitual criminal
stop shoe business

he is stylish and
fashionable
when he met
Annabel's sister
habitual drinker
continue
cracking
to get us
reputation

Man with no
particular goal or
direction.
Learn from the past
events,hope in the
present,trust the
future

Man with no
particular knowledge

Man who is dumb

Remember the past
events,does not act in
the present,and trust
the future

Concentrate on the
present only and
trust the future

to make the
something out of this
short life

to make the most out
of this short life

to make at least
partly out of this
short life

According to Kipling the touch with people from
every class of the society would help us....
What does ‘unforgiving minute’ suggest in the
poem If- ?
In the line, ‘In the world’s broad field of
battle’,H. W. Longfellow compares this world
to....
In the concluding part of the poem A Psalm of
Life the words ‘dumb’, and ‘driven cattle ‘stand
for ....
The poem A Psalm of life, the poet reminds us of
a very popular quote: “Learn from the past, live
in the present, and hope for the future.” What
does it mean?
In the poem, A Psalm of Life, H. W. Longfellow
conveys his message ....

to get an opportunity
to reach in high class
time is constant
A vast battlefield

habitual smoker
stop cracking safe
and live straight
to get us an
opportunity to
become rich
time is precious and
wait for none
A vast grazing field

time is
unending
A vast desert

Man with no
particular
success
Forget the past
events, act in
the present, not
to trust the
future
to make the
possible out of
this short life

English Compulsory, 2013 Pattern (Regular and External)
What is ideation in communication?

to have ideas

don't have ideas

to have emotion

The sender's idea is converted into a message is
called...
What is feedback in communication process?

encoding

decoding

feedback

don't have
emotion
ideation

receiver's response to
sender
verbal means of
communication
a formal
communication
nonverbal
communication
a formal
communication

sender's message to
receiver
nonverbal means of
communication
an informal
communication
verbal
communication
an informal
communication

receiver's
disturbance
not communication

sender's use of
body language
feedback

a nonverbal
communication
spoken
communication
a written
communication

a spoken
communication
formal
communication
a nonverbal
communication

Appearance in communication process is a part
of ...
Letter to a close friend is ...
To maintain eye contact with receiver is an
example of ...
Dialogues with the principal of your collage is ....

